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H U B B A R D  W. B A L L O U  a n d  
J O H N  R A T H E R  
IT IS INDICATIVE of the relative novelty and the 
fluctuating state of microcopying that most reports on the subject 
must begin with a description of the various types available at the time 
of writing. How these variant forms are listed and classified depends 
upon the degree of progress at the time of writing and the feature 
and purpose being considered. It may pay the reader to compare the 
following with two previous Library Trends articles.'. 
A simplified outline of what is rapidly becoming a confusing array 
of micro-techniques, is as follows: 
1. MICROFILM (Transparent) 
a. Ribbon (Integral) 
b. Sheet (Integral) 
c. Composite Forms (Fragmentary) 
2. MICROPAPER (Opaque) 
a. Photographically Printed (Integral) 
b. Mechanically Printed (Integral) 
c. Composite Forms (Fragmentary) 
Microfilm is the older form and serves also as the first stage in the 
production of micropaper. The image of the original appears, greatly 
reduced, on a transparent medium, which is usually cellulose acetate 
(safety film). It is read by means of an optical instrument which pro- 
jects light through the film. Microfilm inherits the problems and tech- 
niques of its parent, the moving picture film. 
In the case of micropaper, the original is photographically reduced 
on microfilm and then printed on paper. It is read by means of an op- 
tical instrument which reflects light from the paper.3 A micropaper 
reader can therefore be considered a miniature version of its cousin, 
the audio-visual opaque projector. 
Mr. Ballou is Head of Photographic Services, and Mr. Rather is Associate in Li-
brary Service, Columbia University. 
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Ribbon microfilm is at present used in three principal widths: 16 
mm ( Y e " ) ,  35 mm ( l3h") and 70 mm (23h"). There is some validity in 
regarding 16 mm "duo" filming (the images are exposed down one 
half of the film and then up the other half) as an unsplit 8 mm width. 
One also hears of a proposed width to be about twice the present 70 
mm, but would the purist consider this microfilm? Fortunately for 
librarians, most of the film they are asked to administer is of the 35 
mm variety. 
In this country ribbon microfilm is usually stored on reels holding 
50, 100 and sometimes 1,000 feet, the length of the original determin- 
ing the length of the film. In Europe the short strip ribbon frequently 
is This is usually about 210 mm (1%")long, and includes ten 
pages of text and a descriptive title frame. A lengthy original may de- 
mand numerous strips. 
Sheet microfilm is similar to ribbon except in shape. It is, however, 
often made on a heavier weight film base; and it requires a different 
type of camera. Besides placing the exposures in a series of tandem 
positions, these step-and-repeat cameras must also be able to lay down 
a line of frames next to the row previously exposed. The sheet, or 
microfiche as it is called abroad, has been developed to a greater ex-
tent in Europe than in the United state^.^ There it is found in many 
sizes ranging from 75 x 125 mm (3 x 5") up to 105 x 150 mm (4% x 
5%").There are even a few other non-standard sizes reported.6 
There have recently appeared two versions of the microsheet in 
this country to give challenge to the established position of the integral 
ribbon. As the first of these is produced by laminating short strips of 
ribbon, usually made on 16 mm film, onto sheets of acetate, it must be 
considered a composite microfilm rather than an integral sheet. This 
is the Frederic Luther Unitized Acetate,? which carries on a process 
begun by the Diebold Company. These are made in the standard 
3 x 5 inch and 5 x 8 inch sizes, and they are used primarily for the 
cumulative microfilming of hospital records. The other is the Micro- 
Research-Card, which is a combination microfilm and punched card. 
It is 5 x 8 inches of acetate which will hold from 75 to 80 pages of 
text and up to 208 coding holes. At present it is used for disseminating 
geologic research materials. 
Eastman Kodak is presently developing the Minicards which is 
certainly fragmentary, being only 16 x 32 mm (36 x 1%")in size. It  is, 
however, an integral sheet of film made from a section of 16 mm rib- 
bon. It will hold up to twelve frames of photographic images, filmed 
at a reduction ratio of sixty diameters, and about two hundred and 
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fifty bits of digital information. Without the photographic images it 
will hold 2,940 bits of information, which is about three times the 
capacity of the standard I.B.M. card. 
The frozen nature of a hundred-foot roll of ribbon microfilm has 
vexed many a reader who wanted merely to look at one or two frames 
in the middle of the roll. The European strip film, the sheet film, the 
70 mm unitized film, and the micropaper forms do not give rise to 
complaints on this account. For the user of 16 and 35 mm ribbon 
there is a way to break the chain up into its component links, which 
can then be rearranged. This is by use of those composite forms, the 
aperture and jacket cards? These come in many of the standard sizes 
for filing cards. The aperture card is one with a hole cut in it. This 
hole is framed with a band of pressure-sensitive adhesive tape (like 
Scotch tape), and a microfilm image can be cut out and placed in 
this window. There may be one aperture or more, depending on the 
requirements and the type of card used. If it is necessary to individual- 
ize a very short series of exposures, the jacket card is the answer. 
Here the strip is slid into a grooved opening in the card much as a 
drawer is slid into a bureau. Both of these types of cards are also 
available from the Filmsort Company in the marginally punched 
(Keysort) and electrically sorted (I.B.M.) types. Thus the condensa- 
tion of microfilm is combined with the selection of the punched card.lO 
The Microcard is the best known form of photographically printed 
micropaper. This 3 x 5 inch card, which includes cataloging informa- 
tion as well as the microtext, is really just as much a photographic 
print as those made over a holiday weekend with the ubiquitous 
kodak. It is produced by printing onto photosensitive paper from a 
sheet microfilm negative or from a composite negative made from 
ribbon microfilm.ll When spelled with a capital “ M  the Microcard 
( a  registered term) l2 remains 3 x 5 inches in size and is governed by 
a code of ~tandardizati0n.l~ One suspects, however, that the small 
“m” microcard will come into our language very much as has the 
small “p” photostat. Be that as it may, the photo-printed micropaper 
will not be content to remain imprisoned in the 3 x 5 inch size. It has al- 
ready appeared in the Microlex l4 card which is 6%x 8%inches in size 
and carries two hundred pages of text on each side. Another producer 
is considering a 5 x 7 inch card, and a reading machine is available 
which will handle cards up to 8% x 14 inches. Micropaper is being 
taken over by government and business,l5> l8 and librarians are won- 
dering if they should join the parade which was started by a librar- 
im.17.18 
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Mechanically printed micropaper is at present represented by the 
Readex Microprint l9 card alone. This 6 x 9 inch sheet is made up of 
one hundred pages of text reduced by microfilming and then printed 
with ink onto paper. As ink and paper are cheaper than silver and 
paper, the Microprint can be produced more cheaply in large editions, 
once the greater composition costs are taken care 
For those who wish to roll their own, the micropaper outlook has 
been rather bleak until quite recently. Microfilm has been made by 
the individual scholar, especially if helped by grants-in-aid,21 and by 
small libraries for a number of years. The entrance of business into 
the field brought the efficient machines and techniques used today.22 
Micropaper has so far been the product of a few commercial agencies. 
With the advent of the composite Microstrip and Microtape it is 
possible for the small institution to prepare minimum copy editions. 
The Microstrip is a ribbon of micropaper, either 16 or 35 mm, printed 
photographically, and backed with a plastic-type adhesive. When 
moistened, short strips can be cemented to a file card of any size. 
Microtape is a similar ribbon of 16 mm micropaper laminated to a 
double-surface pressure-sensitive tape. It does not require moistening, 
merely stripping off the protective layer at the back. At present these 
cost about twice as much as positive microfilm, but time and com- 
petition may bring them in line. 
It has been pointed out that: ‘‘With relatively minor additions to 
provide for physical form, the rules for cataloging books can be 
applied to [microreproductions of printed matter] .” 23 Classifying 
them is not such a simple matter nor is there genera1 agreement about 
the best procedure. In 1940, most writers on the subject felt that 
classification of microfilm was neither desirable nor necessary, yet 
examination of catalog cards from twelve research libraries revealed 
that some sort of system, however simple, was used in almost every 
~ a s e . 2 ~This divergence between theory and practice may still be said 
to exist today. 
The conflict arises from the opposition of a desire to exercise more 
than accession-number control over a growing collection of micro- 
reproductions and the apparent difficulties of organizing the material. 
Two factors may weigh against a decision to classify: (1) inclusion 
of more than one title per microfilm reel often makes even moderately 
close classification impossible; ( 2)  the nature of microreproduction 
precludes meaningful browsing, one of the arguments in favor of 
shelving by classification order. Still, pressure for some sort of broad 
classification may be created if the availability of several reading 
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machines makes it possible to distribute the collection among a num- 
ber of library division~.~5 
Early attempts to organize the microfilm collections at Stanford 
and the New York Public Library were based on a simple number 
27 In contrast, the University of Chicago Library con- 
sidered subject classification of microfilm essential in anticipation of 
vastly expanded collections. Both letters of the Library of Congress 
classification (used throughout the library) were used in combination 
with serial numbers. Decimal subdivision provided for later addi- 
tions.28 
The effort to avoid classifying serials gave rise to many practical 
difficulties at the New York Public Library. Originally, a straight 
alphabetical arrangement was used for newspapers, and Cutter num- 
bers (merely another form of alphabetizing) for all other serials. Since 
reels were stored ten to a box, this system necessitated a good deal of 
shifting and relabelling to allow interpolation of new titles and current 
additions. When regular microfilm cabinets were obtained, it was 
decided to retain the alphabetical-plus-date arrangement for news-
papers, but to assign broad class marks plus a number, title-by-title, 
for other serials. Thus open entries and long runs could be handled 
by single call numbers. Book-microfilm continued with class-marks 
plus reel-by-reel numbers.2s 
A 1947 review of microfilm cataloging at thirteen large research 
libraries showed that these libraries were nearly evenly divided be- 
tween using some variety of accession number alone and using such 
a number in connection with classification lettcrs.30 An informal survey 
in 1950 seemed to indicate a trend toward broad clas~ification.~~ 
The microreproduction collection at the School of Library Service 
Library of Columbia University offers a working example of extremely 
broad grouping. Six separate number series are maintained. Most 
monographs and all closed entry serials are arranged by accession 
number in the “F” series. Items to which additions must be made 
are in “FN. Columbia dissertations are in an “FC series, arranged 
by University Microfilms number. Short-Title Catalogue imprints are 
in an “FP” series. Microprint and micro-strips are in “FS and “FR 
respectively. 
The Library of Congress microfilm collection provides a striking 
instance of successful arrangement without any classification by form 
or subject. The system of using two distinct series-one for closed 
entries, the other for open ones-proved satisfactory even though the 
collection grew from 9,000 to 60,000 reels. Subsequently, the collection 
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was distributed among several divisions of the library, but this was 
more for convenience of use than due to a breakdown of the 
Although Fremont Rider had hoped to solve the problem of catalog- 
ing and storing Microcards at one stroke by filing them in the main 
catalog of a library,33 practical considerations make such a plan un- 
acceptable. Either Library of Congress or typed cards are more eco- 
nomical for recording Microcard holdings with necessary added and 
subject entries. Microcards themselves are filed in a separate catalog 
by author or by classification n ~ m b e r . ~ ~ . ~ ~  It is not clear that the 
latter arrangement has a special advantage since the curling of Micro-
cards makes them difficult to thumb through. Large-size forms of 
microtext present no cataloging problems essentially different from 
those of books. Actually many microprint issues can be treated like 
collected sets. 
Little has been written on the servicing of users of microcopy col- 
lections, but it seems clear there are two schools of thought. The more 
conservative contends that the user should not be permitted to handle 
the microfilm, thread the machine, or change reels.32 This attitude 
appears to stem from the days when microfilm was less common and 
users frequently wrought some damage because of ignorance of the 
mechanics of the machines and the basic principles of microfilm care. 
The opposed view is that the user should be expected to learn the 
operation of the machine after brief instruction. At Columbia Univer- 
sity between one-third to one-half of the users require some briefing. 
Another factor in deciding how to serve users is the location of the 
reading area in relation to the librarian’s desk. The more conservative 
system has been perpetuated at the Library of Congress because the 
machines are within a few feet of the librarian. In many libraries, 
such as that of Columbia University, the readers are in the stack area 
beyond direct observation by the desk attendant. Under such circum- 
stances, reader self-service is almost obligatory. 
The problems of the stability and storage of microcopies are so 
closely related that it is impossible to discuss one except in terms of 
the other. Of what value is it to purchase efficient and expensive stor- 
age cabinets for microfilm, if it turns out that this film has been im- 
properly processed and is not of archival quality? 36 On the other hand, 
should all microfilm be considered as necessarily archival? Some of it 
can be used as a tool and then discarded when its usefulness is over. 
The major uses for microreproductions have been stated as: conden- 
sation, acquisition, preservation, distribution, and publication.37 Pres- 
ervation is one of this pentagon, not a necessary adjunct of the other 
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four. The business world is rapidly becoming aware of microfilm as 
a tool for everyday use.38 A voice of government speaks up for micro- 
film “as a means of increasing eEciency, which means increasing pro- 
d ~ c t i v i t y ” . ~ ~Whether microfilm is used for low reference material that 
must be kept for a long time or for high reference active files, it must 
still be stored under stable conditions. 
The life expectancy of the microreproduction is dependent upon 
both the care of processing and the conditions under which it is 
stored. One is the responsibility of the agency producing the micro- 
copy, and the other that of the curator. The producer should know 
whether the record is intended for short term (ten to twenty-five 
years), moderate term (ten to sfty years) or archival (over fifty 
years) 40 storage, and regulate his processing controls with that in 
mind. The librarian should be aware of the dangers of careless pro- 
cessing36 and should let the producer know that he is so aware. In 
fairness to the producer, the curator should also have available the 
necessary storage conditions to keep the film for the period decided 
up0n.~1 He should acquaint himself with the problems that the tech- 
nician must face to keep the optical quality of his film up to stand- 
ard.42As he is bibliographically knowledgeable and the producer is 
usually not so inclined, he must arrange that the necessary biblio- 
graphical controls are attended to before the filming is done.43 A 
guide prepared by librarians in terms which the technician would 
understand has been prepared for the filming of newspapers, books, 
serials, manuscripts, and maps.44 
Microcopies inherit the physical problems and the storage solutions 
of their related forms. Ribbon microfilm is kin to the movie film and 
the audio-visual filmstrip. Sheet microfilm is a variant of the photo- 
graphic negative. Photoprinted micropaper is just another type of 
photographic print. Mechanically printed micropaper is merely an- 
other sheet of paper printed with ink like all the others in the library. 
For all of these the recommended storage climate is given as: a 
temperature range from 60” to 80” F., a relative humidity of 40%to 
50%,and freedom from dust and acidic gases.40 But then, that is what 
is recommended for the people who spend their time in the library, 
too. In parts of the world where variations in excess of these norms 
are to be expected, one should take precautions which one’s own 
comfort would dictate. 
The greatest enemy of the microcopy is still the person who will 
administer it or use it, and carelessness is second nature to some. 
Periodic inspection41 and cleaning of the film will tell a good deal 
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about the climatic conditions of storage, and periodic cleaning of the 
reading machine will prevent many annoying scratch marks. Diplo- 
matic observation of the reader at the reading machine has saved 
many a film from breaking and overheating. Judicious restriction on 
the accessibility of the sheet microfilm and micropaper will keep mis- 
filing, abrasion, and bending to a minimum. 
Ribbon microfilm is most frequently stored on reels of thin metal 
or plastic kept within labelled boxes of light cardboard.45 These 
should be tight enough to keep out dust but should let in air so that 
the film can “breathe.” In air-conditioned stacks these boxes may be 
kept directly on the book shelves. Where one finds extremes of rela- 
tive humidity or much dust, it is advisable to use microfilm filing 
cases which have provision for evening out variations in humidity. 
Microfilm for use is usually kept on reels of 100 or sometimes 50 
foot capacity, although this is wasteful of space if the film is of shorter 
length. Master negative microfilms used solely for making positives 
are often stored on reels of 1,000 feet or greater capacity. The prob- 
lems of administration have decreased the use of the shorter strips in 
individual pillboxes. Where these are still the practice, the filing 
systems developed for the miniature camera enthusiasts are often 
used to advantage. The 8% inch strip uses the pocket file4s that it 
inherited from the miniature camera user also. 
Sheet microfilm should be stored in protective envelopes or sleeves.47 
These should be made of paper which is as bland as possible. The 
chemicals in cheap paper often have a deleterious effect upon the film 
emulsion. The seams should not overlap excessively or they will catch 
during filing. The films should be inserted with the base (non-emul- 
sion) side towards the seam so as to protect the emulsion from the 
chemicals in the adhesive. Side-seamed envelopes tend to cause 
“fanning” of the accumulated file,‘ but center-seamed envelopes put 
the seam next to the data-bearing middle of the microsheet. Cabinets 
for storage 5 are very similar to those in use in all libraries for filing 
cards. As the aperture and jacket cards come in standard filing sizes, 
they involve no problem of special cabinets. 
The storage of the Microcard presents a conflict. As a Microcard 
usually has an emulsion on one side only, it tends to develop a concave 
curl with time. Storage under pressure will discourage this but at the 
same time raise the danger of abrasion as the card is withdrawn and 
inserted. The Microlex card with its double surface does not develop 
this curl. Neither does the mechanically printed Microprint sheet. 
Both of these come with their own storage cases. 
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The composite Microstrip and Microtape have not been in use long 
enough to show whether they will endure frequent handling. It is 
suspected that if hurriedly made, they may tend to become unstuck, 
especially if they are carelessly filed. Time and use will show whether 
the adhesive of the Microtape will stand up under the heat of the 
reading machine. If it creeps out from behind the strip, as does the 
adhesive on Scotch tape, it may cause problems in close storage as well 
as serious difficulty while in the reader. 
It is at the reading machine that the library patron usually meets the 
microcopy for the first time. The reaction to this optical barrier be- 
tween him and the text that he desires is a subjective one. If he enjoys 
changing the ribbon on a typewriter or takes pleasure in threading a 
movie projector (and libraries do have both of these), he finds the 
microfilm reader 3,simple tool. If he get headaches in the movie theatre 
or from a television screen, he will complain of eyestrain after a short 
session with the reading ma~hine.~S Not even the most enthusiastic 
advocate of microfilm will choose a microcopy over the original all 
other factors being equal; but as they never are equal, the consensus 
appears to be that the reading machine is a necessary evil along with 
eyeglasses, telephones, and automobiles. 
One study of what the user wants in a reading machine seems to 
indicate that a machine for either microfilm or micropaper costing 
$100.00, or a machine for both costing $200.00 would be desirable.49 
On the other hand, another study reports that the “favorite make of 
reader among libraries reporting is the R e c ~ r d a k . ” ~ ~  A machine for 
ribbon microfilm only which is currently listed at $725.00. The dream 
of a practical reading machine costing no more than a portable type- 
writer has not yet been realized, but  it looks as if it will not be long 
now. Portable typewriters are now pushing up over the $100.00 mark, 
and reading machines for both microfilm and micropaper are available 
for less than $200.00. When readers can be sold in quantities as great as 
portable typewriters, they can be sold for less. 
A glance at world-wide listings of reading machines 6, 51 seems to 
indicate that for microfilm the tendency is away from the translucent 
screen and towards the opaque screen. This bears out the observation 
that eyestrain appears to be greater with the translucent screen.62 
On the other hand, a listing of the four currently available micropaper 
readers shows them all with the translucent screen. 
A comparison of American reading machines with those produced 
abroad shows a certain analogy to a similar comparison of automobiles. 
Americans appear to require expensive, convenient, high-power read- 
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ers. The European scholar seems willing to use a cheaper, less conveni- 
ent machine giving lower magnification and using lower wattage light- 
ing. The machines produced abroad will often take both ribbon and 
sheet microfilm. In American readers it is usually one or the other. 
The recent appearance of a sheet reader that is an adaption of an 
earlier ribbon model would seem to indicate that if the demand were 
greater, the same would be available. It is probably too early to hope 
for a combination reader for both microfilm and micropaper. Optically 
and mechanically it would be possible to make, but it would have to 
sell at a prohibitive price if produced in quantities to satisfy present 
demands. 
Microreproductions have certainly made a place for themselves in 
the library. At times it would appear that they entered the way a 
burglar does, by holding a drawn gun on the librarian. The invention 
of the continuous web machinery that allowed paper to be made from 
wood pulp in such quantity and of such low durability was the foot 
in the door. Should microcopies be asked to stay and become useful 
members of the household? That is up to the librarian. It has been 
stated: “Librarians can do much, in an individual capacity and through 
their professional groups, to influence the direction of improvements in 
microreproduction services.” 53 One direct way is by placing the prob- 
lems and requirements of libraries before the National Microfilm Asso- 
c i a t i ~ n , ~ ~ .55 an organization made up of producers of microfilm equip- 
ment, microfilm service agencies, and microfilm users. So far the at- 
tendance at their yearly conventions has been woefully short of librar- 
ians. The microcopies made by members of the N.M.A. will eventually 
repose in some form of library. The librarians should have some say 
about their future charges. 
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